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Contributors
March roared in and one of Union Avenue's ar
chitectural masterpieces went out like a lamb. Artists
and illustrators Brad McMillan, Ken Hagenback,
Roy White, Jeanne Seagle, Steve Langdon and
Beverly Cruthirds express their feelings regarding
the recent destruction of the Hill Mansion in Exhibit.
Beth Hoople discusses passive community accep
tance of yet another fast food restaurant in Civil
Words.
Phyllis Tickle, managing editor of St. Luke's Press,
reflects upon the new emergence of regional
literature in Inner City Essays. Gregg Williams
reviews "Murmurs of Earth," a book concerning the
Voyager spacecraft and its unusual cargo. Suzanne
Phelps offers her thoughts on John Fergus Ryan's
award-winning play "Baby Dave" and the critically
acclaimed film "Days of Heaven." Bram Stoker's
"Dracula" has become hot theatrical property;
Howell Pearre writes about The Man With The
Unusual Thirst.
Sex Pistols: when America heard those two words
in 1978, they boarded up the windows and hid the
women and the kids. Find out why in A Day In The
Life Of The Sex Pistols, by Gordon Alexander andSuzanne Phelps. Hundreds of would-be Elvis Presleys
troop to New York to audition for the lead in "The King
of Rock and Roll." Elliot Cohen, a free lance rock
writer was on the scene in Send In The Clones;
photos by regular Dixie Flyer contributor, Ebet
Roberts. The music at 96 Front Street starring Jim
Dickinson and friends is covered by Rob Knies in
Mudboy and The Panther's Revenge, and Joe
Mulherin reports on Waylon Jennings and The
Crickets' concert. Critic Tom O'Neil scans this
month's notables on the record scene. Alan Ulmer,
Ebet Roberts and Elbert Greer supply the photos for
the music section.
Memphis This Month lists resources unavailable
in other print media. Dear Dixie offers space for
readers' rebuttals and remarks.
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On April 1, 1979, St. Luke^s
Press, a Memphis-based publisher,
will release a book called The Good
People of Gomorrah ... a Memphis
Miscellany. The Good People of
Gomorrah is as nearly pure an ex
ample as one can find anywhere of a
new, but very strong, trend in
American literature. Good People is
both a result and example of an
emerging phenomenon of today's lit
erature; contemporary regionalism.
There are in the study and
teaching of literature, a number of
myths, so-called principles of
aesthetics that govern the critic's
evaluation of a piece or of a move
ment. None of those is more firmly
entrenched than is the premise that
great art has universality. Until
recently, it was always assumed by
teachers and students alike that
even regional art would surmount
the geographic boundaries of its bir
thplace and seek an audience across
the whole of humanity. It would
either succeed or fail in that
endeavor in simple proportion to the
greatness of its art. How many
times have we looked at the novels
of Thomas Hardy or the stories of
Willa Cather and reasserted the ab
solute truth of this principle. Yet in
the past five decades of this century
the world has shrunk beneath the
confining strictures of mass com
munications, international com
merce and economic affluence, and
the resulting introduction of culture
to culture and ethos to ethos has
forced us to a redefinition of univer
sality. Great art bears within itself a
grandeur and stimulus which we can
intellectually recognize but as such,
it does not necessarily command our
affections or our private loyalties.
Understandably enough, moreover,
the arts of our own region and time,
while they may stir our minds no
more strongly than does art from
any other region, do evoke a
stronger sense of loyalty, of identity
and of corporate pride. Contem
porary regionalism, especially in
literature, has its roots in thisfact of
human psychology and in the events
of the years since the Great Depres
sion.
Prior to 1929 we in this country
shared with our European cousins a
common definition of education and,
as a result, a common definition of
curriculum. American school
children moved through Latin, even
when Latin had no forseeable ap
plication to their future lives,
through the English poets and the
Greek myths and, on Sundays,
through the tales of the Hebrews!
They came to adulthood possessed
of a common intellectual furniture,

universal in its design and readily
available for every literary and
learned allusion with which an
author, European or American,
might wish to address them as his
readers. The growth of diversifica
tion in curricula and in philosophies
of education in this country has ac
complished nothing if it has not ac
complished the total demise of this
shared heritage. Only from widelyreported current events can an
author now safely draw an allusion
and hope to be understood by
readers within his time but outside
of his own cultural and geographic
group. Urbanization, the child of the
Depression, has led to the American
loss of Nature as a factor in daily ex
perience. The contemporary author
now addresses himself, by and large,
to readers who have no personal ex
perience with the elements, the
dangers, the pleasures of rural ex
istence, except in so far as those
readers have been given romanticiz
ed stories of days gone by, by grand
parents who remember with more
sentiment than accuracy. As a
result, Nature herself ceases to be
part of the writer's vocabulary ex
cept in the creation of nostalgia,
itself a suspect form of literature!
The emergence of minorities,
especially in the last two decades,
and the rapidity of their success in
blending themselves in to the
economic and political power blocs
have caused each area of this coun
try to re-define its culture in terms
of these newly enfranchised buyers
and voters. In the South, for exam
ple, the cadence, the perceptions, the
values and the mythology of the
Black man and the protestant day
laborer, the two largest sub-groups
to emerge recently to effective pro
minence here, have completely
changed both the content and the
rythm of what we hear everyday on
the streets and, by consequence, of
what we will accept in our literature
as normal and reasonably realistic
It has also created a literature which
we now recognize as distinctly
Southern, as opposed to midWestern or Northern or whatever
No event of the past five
decades has more changed the
course of literature and the growth
of the new regionalism than has the
coming of masg communicatioftne
first as radio and now, television'
Television, by its very unive^
salness, has driven us back to our
own regions in a strange kind of in
version of purpose. The attemnf
establish the kind of uniformity that
will please all ears has led to a flat
tening of the national voice and nf
he texture and rhythm™^ as
it comes out of the microphone As
programming has turned increasing

ly to commercial means of funding,
there has been a concomitant flat!
tening of storyline, especially in
television drama. Despite all the in
dustry's attempt to hide the death
of meaningful plot behind a screenof
physical or criminal violence, we in
creasingly realize that not only must
commercial programming appeal to
many broadly, it also must offend
none greatly, a feat it can ac
complish only be following a flat
contour laid close to the ground.
There has also, almost like the pro
verbial final straw, been a death in
our times of the hero. We no longer
believe in him in public life, in war
which we all claim to deplore
anyway, in domestic faithfulness
and in the female purity which Dr.
Kinsey did in for us so ably, or even
in saintliness, save for plaster-ofparis idealizations of a long-dead
Assisian which so many of us put
with such longing in our gardens.
But in the arts, especially in
literature which we still regard as
the most cerebral and therefore
most admirable of the arts, we still
believe in the author as hero.
As the belief in the political,
martial, religious or noble hero has
died, national writers have had to
turn increasingly both on the tv
screen and in their novels to the
presentation of ordinary people who
are at least credible . . . the more or
dinary the greater the number of
readers and viewers who can
recognize the character, identify
with it and sit still through itsevolu
tion. The result is streotypes. The
result, also, is an increased
reverence for the hero we do still
believe in, the artist - and, in
evitably, in the number of talk
shows that give the writer his
showcase.
There has been, in the days since
World War n, another sociological
factor that must be taken into ac
count in any discussion of the new
regionalism. Creativity in any art
form, but most particularly to
literature, requires that the practi
tioner maintain with equal care two
realities. The first is the everyday
world of living in which bills are
paid, leaky roofs repaired and the
children reared. The other, more
powerful and gripping, is the reality
of the story being written, the poem
being listened to, the pattern being
perceived. Because no one else
shares it, no one else can harvest it,
no one else can even believe in it.
that reality becomes the central ab
sorption of the artist's life, deman
ding of him total care, total atten
tion and total loyalty. It is both his
lover and his tormentor. The abibty
to balance between two realities,
however, is not for most writers the
difficulty. Rather, it is maintaining
the wall of separation between the
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two that finally becomes impossible.
Passage back and forth a dozen
times a day between two roles in life
and two realities finally comes to re
quire so much energy that the artist
elects to stay inside while his wouldhave-been counterpart closes the
door and fixes leaky roofs for the
rest of his life. This has traditionally
been the reason why, women, tied by
their biology and their psychology
to the care of the young, have finally
given up . . . even those with much
early show of talent . . . and laid
down their art for their sexuality ...
or, in the case of a few brave souls,
their sexuality for their art. It is also
the reason why many men, finely
talented and full of promise, have
given up the arts in order to follow a
profession, usually teaching, while
continuing to exercise their gifts as
a hobby or as a delight for friends.
Since the war, however, we as a
society have relaxed our social ex
pectations and freed ourselves from
many of the rules of conduct, eti
quette and dress which made the
passage back and forth so painful.
The result is that many people are
now writing who never could have
fifty years ago, particularly many
male teachers and women. If a house
is dirty, it is no longer a
neighborhood scandal, especially if a
poem resulted from the use of the
same time that dusting would have
occupied. If a lecture is missed, we
excuse the jeans-clad spirit who, still
squinting and dazed, says, "Sorry,
but would you like to see the first
draft of my new story?"
Coupled with the growth in
numbers of those now free to write
and with our very human need to
believe in the almost heroic ex
cellence of somebody or something
we know and see everday, has come
a fairly recent shift in another area
of literature, a kind of final con
tributing factor in the conception
and birth of contemporary
regionalism. More and more of the
big New York-based publishing
houses and networks are being
bought up by conglomerates,
especially by oil corporations, as a
protection against the time when
these same corporations may
desperately need access to the
public mind and ear. New authors
must look elsewhere now, for one
can not find a publisher among
houses that are editing for the cash
register and biding their time until
the day when they shall be needed
for other purposes. Literature as a
human art form and as a necessary
human gratification is no longer a
motivation behind most big-house
publication. As the impossibility of
New York publication has increased,
so also has the growth, first, of small
presses across the country and, in
the last few years, of regional
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Their coming was the last
necessary element in the genesis of
contemporary regionalism.
All writing, whether it be con
temporary or not, must arise from
some context and address itself to
some audience. To the extent that
any piece of writing excites emotion
and pleases the the mind's need for
order, it will win the admiration of
all. To theextent that any such piece
conveys to its readers a vividness of
experience, a demonstration of pat
tern, a clarity of voice and variety of
texture, an element of prophesy and
a sense of contact with some essen
tial energy, it will also be labelled as
literature. And to the extent that it
speaks the speech we use eveyday
and alludes to myths we understand
and claim while playing out its story
against a landscape we can all
perceive as ours, that same piece will
be regarded as regional. But only to
the extent that a book does all these
things while at the same time con
sciously seeking both its outlet and
its audience among its nearneighbors, only to the extent that it
blends perceptions of divergent
backgrounds but common physical
space into the evolving culture of its
readers, only to the extent that it
seeks to create a sense of identity
and pride within the geographic
place and time of its intended
readers, only to that extent can it be
called a piece of contemporary
regionalism.
Regional presses, then, and the
regional artists who elect to publish
through them are engaged in an at
tempt to .determine whether or not
people ... just plain people redefined
now as all classes, all educational
levels, all races . . . whether or not
this new public does not hunger as
people always have for vicarious ex
perience relayed with immediate
authenticity; whether or not people
do not still prefer playwrights whom
they can pass on the street, poets
whom they can stare at in the park
and novelists with whom they can
drink coffee in the cafes. They are
also testing whether or not the ser
vices of recorder, organizer,
decorator and interpreter of ex
perience are not still regarded as so
necessary to human well-being as to
be worthy of their upkeep by every
day people. They are even going full
circle round again to ask with
Homer, with the dark poet of
Beowulf or even with Thomas Har
dy himself whether it is not really
the energy and affection of a writer's
own people that informiiis work and
ultimately lend it the endurance
which is the touchstone of true
universality. In this context, the
regionalism of our times becomes
both a daring and ordinary gamble,
bearing, as it does, the guarantees of
history.

Who
Reads
Dixie Flyer?

Only you
can tell us

Please fill in your answers below and mail the questionaire to: Dixie
Flyer, P. O. Box 4074, Memphis, TN 38104.
1. Based on what you've seen in the Dixie Flyer sofar, are we right on
course or would you like some changes?
Right on course - don't change •
Right on course but I would like to see:
• More music coverage
• More concert reviews
• Less music coverage
• Less concert reviews
• More variety overall
n Interviews
• More variety in feature stories • More emphasis on the arts
2. If you are a subscriber, then proceed to number 3.
I don't subscribe to the Dixie Flyer because:
• I didn't know subscriptions are available
• Six dollars is too high for a subscription
3. How likely are you to read the next issue?
• Definitely will read it
• Probably will read it
• Probably will not read it
4. Which of the following publications do you read on a regular
basis?
• Dixie Flyer
• Rolling Stone
• National Lampoon • Memphis Magazine
• Time
• Circus Magazine
• Atlantic Monthly
• Newsweek
• High Times
• Esquire
5. Where do you live?
In Memphis:
• Raleigh
• Downtown
• Whitehaven
• Midtown
• Germantown
• East of Highland
Another City:
• Frayser
Please name city and state:
6. Do you own or rent your home?
• Own
• Rent:
. • House
• Apartment
7. Have the reviews in the Dixie Flyer influenced your purchase of
albums?
• Yes
• No
8. Do you listen to radio:
• Daily
• Hardly at all
• FM
• Occasionally
• Definitely not • AM
9. What is your favorite radio station?
10. What is your age?
• Under 18
\G 18 - 24
I • 25 - 34
11. What is your income?
C • Under $12,000
• $13,000 - $20,000
1 • Over $20,000

• 35 - 44
• 45 - 49
• 50 and over
12. What is your education?
• High school student
• High school graduate
• College student
• College graduate

13 Comments and suggestions:

Subscriptions are $6.00. (See the other side of this questionaire.)

Beth Hoople

Don't catch the
Dixie Flyer
by sign,

have it
delivered
to your door.
Subscriptions to the Dixie Flyer
are now available.
For $6.00 you will receive
12 issues, plus
A Free Dixie Flyer T-Shirt!
The Dixie Flyer is produced entirely by volunteers. You c
port the Dixie Flyer by advertising or by subscribing

Send check or money order to:
Dixie Flyer
RO. Box 4074
Memphis, TN 38104
T-Shirt Size S

Copies of the first issue of the
Dixie Flyer are also available
for 50(2 plus 250 handling.

M_ L— .
Address_
Apt. No. _

No. of copies of first issue City_

_Zip_

Civil Words

It is a kind of change-of-season
tradition: humankind's spring op
timism which seems to present a
fresh start, a newness about life.
Each year, warm March winds blow
away the cold, ugly winter; this
year, with those winds blow the dust
of the recently-demolished Hill Man
sion. Now a muddy, gaping hole on
Union Avenue, it will soon be
replaced by a brand-new fast-food
restaurant along a strip of some 40
other such places: quick-stop water
ing holes where people can stay
enveloped in their mechanized metal
bubbles at the drive-in windows. It
is this frantic-fast-food-fed populace
which has nearly the worst driving
record in the nation. There exists a
Perhaps, however, old traditions
variety of foods along the strip to are meant to be changed: streamlin
tempt your taste buds; the challenge ed into automated, shiny new ar
is to be well fed and still arrive home tifacts which replace those cumber
safely.
some old tax burdens. Somehow,
Nonetheless, tradition in the though, it seems to suggest a subtle
Downtown and Midtown area has disrespect for the old. . . with the
been a kind of hand-to-hand combat same nonchalant aplomb, future
with the asphalt jungle, and the loss generations, confronted with our
of the latest battle has stirred up,
Auto-Age creations, may choose to
from those who are angry about the raze them, making room for some
demolition, an after the fact show of 21st century atrocity. They may
activism. There are suggestions of make a tradition of ridding thenleafleting the new business, world of the old relics, fostering our
picketing to prevent patronization, cultural throw-away mentality: pav
finding basis for a legal injunction
ing the asphalt with paper litter,
from an obscure law buried in the plastic straws and lots of non
books, or simply outright sabotage biodegradable styrofoam. Memories
of the food, or of the building. of the good ole days in the Bluff City
However, the activism of the sixties, will be left only in the mind's eye, or
if nothing else, should have showed
perhaps, left to the genteel poverty
us that destruction is not the most that befell the once majestic Loews
expedient means of fighting what
Palace Theatre; left to the pious
appears to be a long and painful war.
preservation of groups like the
What was learned by nearly every
Bountiful Blessings Church.
interest group which has achieved
The face of the city has altered
any measure of success in advancing
greatly in the past decade or two;
their cause is that organization and that being a suggestion as to why a
unity are two primary keys to suc
recent made-for-tv movie about
cess. Organization because lobbying
Elvis Presley was not filmed here,
demands both a wealth of funds and
where it really happened. Instead,
facts; unity because the group has to
most of it was filmed in Nashville.
prove there is a broad base constiTo be suie, bad memories and en
tuancy upon which those in power
trenched traditions exist that we
can count on for votes come election
could well be rid of. But what is a
time.
sensible, realistic means of main
Currently there are a number of
groups struggling to save some of taining a large city and the people in
it? What is "good" or "better for the
the old, scarred-by-time buildings
still standing. Save the Orpheum community" is not the easiest ques
tion to decide. Out of a hundred dif
The Clabourne Committee Restora
tion Coalition, Memphis Heritage ferent people, a hundred different
Inc
The Center for Southern opinions can be gleaned. But the
Folklore and others all have various destruction of Hill Mansion must
fundraising schemes with the ac stand as a line of demarkation.
companying mailing lists, too few Looking forward into the future, we
volunteers, too few funds and often need to teach our children — some
day, the ones who will have the
too little time. In this uncivil war
minor results are being achieved power of decision — how to deal with
when perhaps joining forces in a our traditions. This demands unity,
massive battle campaign would a singularity of purpose, a planned
eliminate the small skirmishes. goal; a solid force of people who are
With a unified effort, perhaps great willing to climb out of their cars and
strides could be made in preserving take a walk around the block that
may not be there ten years from
the city as we now know it.
now.
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In light of the recent and controversial destruction of the Hill Mansion to make
way for another fast-food drive in, the Dixie Flyer invited artists and illustrators to
speak out through pen or pencil. The best of these statements are exhibited on these
pages.

JEANNE SEAGLE
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Manhattan's normally staid
Barbizon Hotel was recently
transformed into what resembled an
Elvis Presley factory as nearly 200
imitators responded to a nationally
syndicated ad. The dream oppor
tunity was an audition for the title
role in a new $10 million film
biography of the late superstar call
ed "The King of Rock and Roll."
Many different types converged
upon the hotel that afternoon, rang
ing from a 44 year old professional
named Frank Chisum who spent
$600 flying in from Ireland, to a 21
year old college student, Tony
Barbella, who came down with his
mom via the Bronx subway. A
sizeable proportion of the imitators
were clad in replicas of Elvis' flashy
bejeweled jumpsuits and capes of
the 70's, and several were garbed in
the same black leather outfit he had
worn in his electrifying '68 tv special
which prompted his return to the
concert stage after an eight year
retirement. Some of the less profes
sional ones opted for regular street
attire, but nearly all had their idol's
jet black hair (either natural or dyed
as Presley himself had done) coiffed
in his trademark quasi-pompador
and prominent sideburns style of the
Throughout the nine and a half
hour audition, the imitators covered
a myriad of Elvis' classic hits with
"C. C. Rider" along with "That's All
Right, Mama," being the predomi
nant favorites. Each one had his
own way of emulating the curled lip
sneer, vocal gymnastics, and pelvic
gyrations that had mesmerized
millions of Presley fans all over the
world for more than 20 years. The
five piece band which had been hired
by the film's producers did ex
perience some difficulty on the few
Presley songs which had more than
three chords in the traditional 1,4,5
progression, particularly "Are You
Lonesome Tonight?" whose addi
tional minor chord and major
seventh turned one hopeful's audi
tion into an embarrassing
nightmare as the band stumbled
through it in various keys.
"I hope they don't do that to me
when I get up there because that's
my best number," shuddered 27
year old Sam Mallin, a bearded im
itator from the Bronx who was talk
ing with several other hopefuls in
the lobby anxiously awaiting for
their numbers to be called. I asked
him if he didn't feel his beard would
hinder his chances of getting the
part. "Well," he reasoned,
"everyone down here looks pretty
much the same and I wanted to be
original." He admitted that he only
began impersonating Elvis a month
after his death because, as he ex
plained, "I always wanted to get in
to show business one way or the_
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other, and I always liked doing im
personations, so this seemed like the
easiest way for me to get into it."
One of the youngest ones was 18
year old Art Padko from Clifton,
New Jersey, who first got turned on
to Elvis ten years ago by an older
friend and after that became obsess
ed with the Presley phenomenon.
Recalled Padko, "One day I was
coming back on a bus from a vaca
tion in Washington and I just
started singing Elvis songs to
myself and a couple of kids came
over to me and told me that I sound
ed pretty good and should sing
louder. Before I knew it," he ex

traordinary resemblance to the man
himself. "That goes back to when
Elvis put out his first release,
"That's All Right, Mama," he
recalled, "When his picture first
started appearing in magazines a lot
of people began telling me how much
I looked like Elvis. It really got
worse after he passed away and
everyone started telling me that
since so many people were doing his
act, I would be a natural. So I
entered a few contests and had this
suit made up, which set me back
about a thousand bills. "That's
quite a few truck stops," I com
mented. "Yeah," he laughed, "it kin-

Send
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Clones
Elliot S. Cohen

claimed, breaking into a huge smile,
'the whole bus started singing and
clapping and after that I had an
Elvis suit made up and I've beenim
itating him ever since."
The most unusual imitator I
spoke with was Ron Bates, a 35 year
old full time truck driver from
Akron, Ohio, whose plane had just
arrived in New York a half hour
before. "I just heard about these
auditions yesterday in one of the
Cleveland stations, so it was kind of
a rush job getting plane reserva
tions and everything together," he
remarked. I wondered if a lot of peo
ple had pointed out to him his ex

da adds up, but maybe today will be
my lucky break."
Keeping a watchful eye on all
the prospective applicants for the
plum movie role was producer Saul
?rmm®r' who js working on the
co-producers Pete Bennet,
and Wilham Cash, and one of Elvis'
closest friends for 28 years, George
Klein, who wrote the original
screenplay. I contacted Swimmer,
£5!Z6 Z tS indude directing
8 "Bangladesh
film ffn
film ) in his New York office three
weeks after the audition to see if
anyone yet had the part. "We do
have a few finalists that we're going

to De looKing at again, ne admitted,
"but we're still planning on holding
additional auditions in March in
both Los Angeles and London. Until
we finish those, we won't be making
any final decisions. After all," he ad
ded, "this is the main part in a ma
jor motion picture and we have to be
careful about who we cast."
To his credit, Swimmer was cor
dial to everyone who had the
courage to strut his stuff onstage,
including those with a miniscule
amount of talent. "A lot of guys
didn't belong at the audition," he
remarked. "You should have seen
some of the ones who felt they're
right for the part. Guys that are
blond, mid-western, but felt they
had a chance. So what should I have
said to them; don't audition because
you're physically and emotionally
all wrong? They felt they wanted the
opportunity to express themselves,
and I just got thirty more letters in
the mail from people thanking me
for giving them the opportunity to
audition."
He. was particularly adamant
about clarifying some of the er
roneous publicity that has come out
regarding the producers' choice for
the role of Elvis. "Look, here's the
way it is," he said emphatically.
"The idea that we had some big
stars already lined up was misinter
preted by the press at our first press
conference. We acknowledged thatJohn Travolta had said in "People"
Magazine that he would like to play
the part. Warren Beatty has alsoex
pressed his desire to do so in several
interviews, but the truth of the mat
ter is, neither of them is absolutely
perfect because neither one was
Elvis Presley. Whoever we pick
might be a professional actor, or just
an unknown who looks and sounds
like him and comes across with the
same type of magnetism that Elvis
had. The fans have such great adula
tion for him, that we're not going to
take the choice of who-the-hell we
pick lightly. We could have just call
ed the William Morris Agency and
told them to send down a dozen lookalikes, but we would rather go about
it in a highly organized, logical, pro
fessional manner, to find the right
person.
Considering that more than 40
million people had already seen Dick
Clark's tv movie special "Elvis"
which aired February 11 on ABC,
why did he feel the same audience
would be willing to shell out four
bucks apiece to see his film, which is
essentially the same story? "Well,
first off, it's not exactly the same
story," Swimmer was quick to cor
rect me. "Secondly, ours will be an
audio and visual experience to be
seen in a theater with a big screen,
and big stereophonic sound. It's go
ing to be a $10 million film produc-
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tion, not just a tv movie. You can was authorized by?" Swimmer snap
have some great things on televi ped. "He wasn't even authorized by
sion," he acknowleged. "I once won anyone really close to Elvis. We
an Emmy for a show I did with were authorized by George Klein,
Elizabeth Taylor and Orson Welles, who was one of his best friends. The
but it doesn't mean a damn thing. only reason we would like to be
With television, you can try to authorized by the Colonel is because
scream your message through the we would like to have his role por
rooftop, and if someone's phone trayed in the film by a major, major
star. We're in the process of
rings, they miss half the show."
I was anxious to know if his pro
ject had been approved by Colonel
Tom Parker, Elvis' legendary
manager who was once described by
someone who had business dealings
with him as saying "next time I'd
rather do business with the devil
himself."
"Did you ask Dick Clark who he

negotiating with the Colonel right
now," he explained, but cautiously
added that he didn't want to reveal
the details because "Things are go
ing along real smooth, and I don't
want to stir up any hornet's nest."
"Our project got the blessings
of Elvis' father as soon as he heard
that George Klein was going to be
involved with us." George Klein
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probably knew Elvis as well as
anyone. They met in school back in
the eighth grade and their friendship
lasted for 28 years. For 15 years,
George was one of the highest rated
disk jockeys in Memphis, but he also
took time out to appear in minor
roles in six of Elvis' films. "We were
very close friends," he sadly
remembers. "He was the best man
at my wedding and I was one of only
14 people invited to his. Elvis had
about six guys that he considered to
be his best friends, the six of us that
were his pallbearers, by he alone was
my best friend."
I asked George if his being so
emotionally involved with the sub
ject would preclude his painting an
objective portrait of Elvis in his
screenplay, or like the sanitized tv
movie version of his life, would por
tray Elvis as a cross between God,
Jesus Christ, and Jack Armstrong.
"Well," he says philosophically,
"we're just going to try to tell the
story with a lot of love, devotion,
and positive attitudes, and if it falls
into that bag, it'll have to be that
way."
I was anxious to hear his opi
nion of why, in Elvis' later years, he
seemed so hell-bent on his own
destruction, overindulging himself
with food and drugs. "He wasn't on
drugs," he says defensively. "The
only thing he was on was prescribed
medication. The man was sick, and
people didn't realize how badly. I
mean, he passed away, for
Crissakes."
In addition to his writing duties
and serving as a special consultant
to the producers, George might be
appearing in the film as well. "The
producers haven't decided yet how
they'll use me," he explains. "You
know, I'm the same age as Elvis and
they can't figure out if I should play
myself from 1954 on, which would
be very hard to do, since you can
make a guy look older, but you sure
as hell can't make him look 25 years
younger." he laughs. "Or I might
just play the part of a disc jockey
and Elvis come visit me at the sta
tion, which really happened. Actual
ly, we have so much material in the
script, we could really make two
movies."
At the auditions back at the
Barbizon Hotel, I had been talking
with one of the film's producers,
Pete Bennett, who had proudly told
me how he had brought George Har
rison backstage to meet Elvis at
Madison Square Garden in 1972.
Bennett also recalled how despon
dent Elvis was over the way his once
promising film career had turned
out. "Elvis once confided to me how
badly he wanted to win an Academy
Award. Maybe if we're lucky with
the film," he added wistfully, "we'll
win one for him."

J
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he chaos that has long since vanished
from contemporary rock bullied its
way to the forefront of the London pub
scene in 1978 and was duly christened
punk rock. Its protagonists are yet another batch
of alienated adolescents whose collective rage
stems from a deep feeling of betrayal at the hands
of the pop music establishment and an even
deeper sense of pervasive boredom. Like all
refugees from the politics of opression they, and
the scruffy young punks of the fifties and sixties,
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"Elvis, the Beatles, the Stones,
all were considered "new wave" in
their heyday and it is to them that i
punk owes its biggest debt."

rebelled with behavior so primitive that it signal
ed the opening shots of a war of attrition against
the presiding musical hierarchy. Elvis, the
Beatles, the Stones; all were considered to be
"new wave" in their heyday and it is to them, as
well as decadent rockers Lou Reed, Iggy and the
Stooges and the New York Dolls, that punk owes
its biggest debt.
But it is 1979. Elvis is dead and the Mick
Jaggers, Keith Richards and Robert Plants have
settled into lives of middle-aged complacency,
with homes in the south of France and very little
to rebel against. The trappings of superstardom
were never to tamper with the lives of the Sex
Pistols, however. The most-publicized pop group
to come out of England since the Beatles, they
came to the U.S. and self-destructed after a 7-city
tour of the colonies, leaving behind a legacy of 12
recorded songs, a dead bass player and a brief

by Gordon Alexander and Suzanne Phelps
Atlanta, both appear eager to talk about the
band. Joe, who hails from White Plains, N.Y.,
answers my first inquiry by testifying that the
lads are "really just a bunch of nice kids beneath
the facade. The only reason they came to Mem
phis was because of Elvis." So the most notorious
punk band in the world wanted Memphis on the
tour out of respect for the "King?" "Yeah. They
wanted to play Tupelo, but couldn't get it worked
out." In typical bad taste, Rotten once dismissed
the passing of Elvis by saying "Fuckin' good rid
dance to bad rubbish. I don't give a fuckin' shit,
and nobody else does either." The cowardly
remark, in context with the group's request to
play Memphis, leaves little doubt that the Sex
Pistols know wherein their musical roots lie.
Fearful that his sidekick will dole out too many
scraps of information, Joe's partner, who wishes
to be known only as "Red," cautions against giv
ing any interviews. We agree to change the sub
ject, giving directions to the concert hall, and kill
ing time by snapping a souvenir photo of the two
beneath a placard that reads "Memphis Interna
tional Airport."
Having circled the field for 45 minutes
because of a dense fog, the arrival of Flight 350
from Atlanta is announced over the public ad
dress system, precipitating a flurry of activity by
airport security and a local television crew, who
are delighted at having "scooped" the other net
work affiliates. Conversation in the immediate
area centers, not surprisingly, on the Sex Pistols
and their legendary exploits.
"They spit on everybody, especially
reporters," asserts a balding, junior exec type to
a couple of travelling companions. "Yeah?" one
counters, "I'd like to go up to one of them and say
'Buddy, you give me $5and you can spit on me'."
A fortyish young woman sporting a beehive hair
do and a bright red polyester pantsuit explains to
The Punks of Yesteryear: (L to R) Jerry Lee Lewis, her boyfriend that the Sex Pistols are "the pits of
the music world," adding, "they'll do just about
Carl Perkins, Elvis, Johnny Cash.
anything to get attention."
gawk at the ill-mannered young rockers who will
After a seemingly endless procession of per
do their ranting and raving at the 650-seat
sons who are not members of the band, the focal
Taliesyn Ballroom. The Pistols, true to their
point
of all our idle conjecture, John Rotten,
English pub mystique, have opted to showcase
their talents in small, "working class" clubs on emerges from the doorway; followed by several
their swing through the states that will contrast bodyguards, guitarist Steve Jones, drummer
sharply with the acoustically secure halls fre Paul Cook and an assortment of tour aides,
quented by the market's prevailing rock royalty. photographers and members of the British press.
By late Thursday afternoon however, it ap With his closely-cropped orange hair sticking
pears that the group's negative press may prove aimlessly from his head, lips slightly curled, and
to be their undoing, as Memphis Police Director the patented, emotionless stare, he gives a whole
Winslow "Buddy" Chapman announces that the new meaning to the term "blank generation."
Rottgn is indeed the center of everyone^satPistols will not be allowed to perform simulated
sex acts on stage at their sold-out performance
Friday evening. No one seems to know the origin
of this latest piece of gossip, but it has prompted
Chapman to dispatch two members of the vice
squad to Atlanta, where the American debut of
the band will be monitored for possible violations
of local obscenity laws. Much to the dismay of
Chapman's legal staff, not one city ordinance can
be found that will prevent the snotty little
bastards from engaging in their favorite pastime
spitting. "If people want to pay to be spat and
vomited on," declares a disgusted spokesman
there s nothing we can do about it."
Any qualms about meeting the Pistols' plane
at the airport are eased somewhat by the ap
pearance of two bearded, blue-jeaned young men
who wander over and identify themselves as
members of the band's road crew. Just in from a
tiring 7-hour drive from the Pistols' debut in

career which will forever be regarded as one of the
most bizarre chapters in the history of rock and
roll. Like the martyrdom created by Chuck
Berry's jail term, Jerry Lee Lewis' controversial
marriage to his 14 year-old cousin, and Buddy
Holly's fatal plane crash in the late 1950's, the
Sex Pistols suffered and died for their music.Con
sider that not long after their appearance here in
Memphis, the concert hall was demolished to
make way for a fast-food restaurant, a final
epitaph for the punk rock movement, just as
Elvis' entrance into the army had signaled the
death of rockabilly.
Upon the release of their first Lp "Never
Mind the Bollocks, Here's the Sex Pistols," in
early 1978, an apprehensive Warner Brothers
schedules a 10-city American tour beginning in
Pittsburgh. However, visa problems delay the
tour, forcing cancellations in Pittsburgh,
Cleveland & Chicago. The existance of criminal
records on three of the boys is rumored to be
responsible for the 24-hour delay in obtaining the
required exit visas, sending the Memphis news
media scurrying to their typewriters while hundreds of the curious line up for $3.50 chances to
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"Sid Vicious passes the time by
playing haphazardly at the bass,
wrinkling up his face like a giant
prune and mumbling thick,
unintelligible syllables into the
microphone."
quips with the press. Paul Cook, meanwhile, is
busy with his instamatic, taking photographs of
the television crew as they dash through their
perfuntory questioning. His Nordic good looks
and Jones' easy manner suggest an inability by
either to cope with the carefully-nurtured image
of the Pistols as wild-eyed anarchists. After a
5-minute ride to the motel, the boys lunch on
hamburgers, drinks and fries, then pile back into
the bus for a short drive down Elvis Presley
Boulevard. A request is filed to allow the bus
within the gates of Graceland so the Pistols can
visit the gravesites of Elvis and his mother. The
request is granted and the bus begins its way up
the winding, tree-shrouded drive. The young
British rock stars stand silently in the garden
behind the white-columned mansion, recognizable
now only as three bloody tourists in a procession
of thousands who have made the pilgrimage to
Memphis to pay their last respects to the man
who started it all.

A

tention as his eyes dart out to challenge his au escalator to a waiting bus which will take them to
dience, cautiously recording their responses with a nearby Holiday Inn. The absence of bass player
an aura of contained anger that seems literally to Sid Vicious goes unexplained until later in the
boil below his pallid, boyish exterior. I catch day when it is disclosed that both he and manager
myself wincing as he reacts to the first camera Malcolm McLaren have remained in Atlanta and
flash, half-expecting to be the recipient of a huge will rejoin the group on a later flight. Both arrive
Vicious hitting on equal
blob of spittle. But the pale blue eyes pause only at the motel at 7:15, with
briefly, as if to say "I don't like that." Johnny doses of vodka, methadone and antibiotics, the
latter of which have been prescribed for a nasty
Rotten is not the monster we have been promised.
Beneath the guise of a demented zombie out to wound on his left forearm.
While one of Warner's reps tells a reporter
wreck the world he's a mischievious schoolboy
that the Sex Pistols "do a nice, tight, rock 'n roll
who, of all things, is obviously very shy.
set," and that punk rock is "More of a lifestyle
Content to stick their friend with the imagethan anything else," Pistols' guitarist Steve
making chores, Cook and Jones make their way Jones dangles from a window of the bus, trading
quickly through the corridor and down an

t 6:45 a crowd has begun to form
beneath an unassuming marquee at the
Taliesyn Ballroom which reads, "Sex
Pistols Jan. 6." Feeble attempts to
dress for the occasion give many in the crowd the
appearance of being trapped in varying types of
home-made halloween outfits, a fairly reliable
barometer that indicates most are curiousity
seekers, and have come to see the band "do
something gross."
Inside, a local four-piece band tries valiantly
to stir up the lukewarm audience, but to no avail.
An interminable hour and fifteen minute wait
primes the crowd as the Pistols take the darkened
stage amidst a barrage of strobe flashes from
British and American press photographers who
act as a tenuous buffer zone between the strain
ing mob and the band. The crowd lets out a
whoop of recognition when the spotlight isolates
on Rotten, hunched over in a rumpled, red-striped
blue suit, gazing forlornly into the sea of in
quisitive faces. As the band opens with "God
Save the Queen," a rock anthem of the first order,
Rotten explodes, jerking himself about with the
pent-up fury of a mental patient gone beserk,
unable to control the spasms which rack his body
with each new chorus of song.
God save the Queen, the facist regime!
God save the Queen, she ain't no human
bein7
God save the Queen, we mean it man!
There is no future, and England's
screamin!
Sid Vicious, who would fit nicely into a punk
version of "West Side Story" passes the time by
playing haphazardly at the bass, wrinkling up his
face like a giant prune, and mumbling thick,
unintelligible syllables into the microphone. Rot
ten shrieks above the high-decibeled wall of
sound, managing to temper his snarling out
bursts with brief displays of detached boredom
between songs. "You don't know what I'm talkin'
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"Rotten jerks himself about with
the pent-up fury of a mental patient
gone beserk, unable to control the
spasms which rack his body with I
each new chorus of song."
'bout, do you?" "You all celebratin' Elvis' birth
day?" "Everyone down here's into Dolly
Parton.''
Although drummer Paul Cook plays intense
ly throughout the set, and chord changes find
Steve Jones leaping into the air, it is the other
two Pistols who provide the visual fireworks of
the evening. Rotten's command of the stage is in
fectious, his rage strangely believable as he belts
out the Pistol's derisive tribute to EMI, the giant
English record company that dropped the band
after an infamous television interview, which the
members of the group laced with their favorite
four-letter words. To hear Rotten tell it, "It was
all a frame."
Many in the crowd, who have paid to see lewd
acts accompanied by some music and a side order
of phlegm, are becoming impatient. They openly
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heckle with upraised middle fingers and taunts of
"do something, do something!" But the Pistols
do nothing seamier than blowing their noses and
occasionally spitting on the stage. The only hint
of hostility comes after a particular heavy shower
of wadded paper cups, which Rotten responds to
by leering at the audience and cautioning, "Don't
throw things at me. I don't like it." The band
plays for more than an hour, running swiftly
through the venomous melodies of "Never Mind
the Bullocks..." "Holidays in the Sun," SubMission," "Seventeen," "Liar" and "No Feel
ings," their contemptuous reply to the British
welfare state from which they were created.
"I've got no emotion for anybody else,
You better understand I'm in love with
myself, myself, my beautiful self;
No feeling, No feeling, No feeling
for anybody else."
The set ends with two of the Pistols' U.K.
singles, "Pretty Vacant" and "Anarchy in the
U.K.," after which, to everyone's surprise, the
band returns for an encore of the Stooges' "No
Fun."
After the concert, Rotten sits alone in the
near-empty hall, while Cook and Jones flirt with
several teenage girls who have somehow eluded
security personnel attempting to clear the room.
Sipping a Budweiser, toying with a zit on his face,
Rotten manages to look exceedingly bored, which
one soon learns is one of his most endearing
qualities. Asked for his autograph, he guages the
lingering newspeople and hangers-on and
declines. "I'm supposed to be arrogant and
rude," he characteristically explains, "I don't
know how to write anyway."
It is 2 a.m. before Malcolm McLaren gathers
his boys into the bus for the cross-country jaunt
to San Antonio, where they will deliver yet
another load of bollocks to an unsuspecting
public. By the end of the tour they will have
played to scarcely 10,000 persons. On the flight
back to London from Los Angeles, Vicious will
O.D. on methadone and alcohol and Rotten, who
admits to being "tired of playing with two dum
mies and a dope addict," will return to England,
both Cook and Jones to Brazil, thereby marking
the end of the Sex Pistols as a group. Sid Vicious
continues in his role as punk after the break-up,
plays the New York clubs, is arrested for the
murder of his girlfriend and an attack on Patti
Smith's brother, Todd, with a broken beer bottle
On February 2, barely 24 hours after his release
on bail, he shoots a lethal dose of heroin and dies
in the bedroom of an apartment in Greenwich
Village following a party given to celebrate his
release from jail.
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Perhaps the Pistols and their cohorts remind
us too much of the unpolished exuberance and
sensual excitement that has slowly been diffused
by the homogenized rock of Fleetwood Mac and
The Eagles. When Cher married Greg, Alice
Cooper became a Hollywood Square, the Bee
Gees went disco, and Peter Frampton went
platinum, rock sacrificed its gut feeling for the
mass acceptance once grudgingly bestowed upon
John, Paul, George and Ringo. Rock and roll, if
only by nature of definition, tends to lose its vigor
periodically, as its protagonists adopt the
lassitudes of middle-age. Audiences settle down,
become impatient with the sometimes commer
cial excesses of their favorite stars and demand

Nancy Spungen and her accused murderer

that the music return to its rebellious roots. Nine
ty per-cent of the new wave groups will eventual
ly disappear from a scene which now finds itself
innundated by the latent gimmickry of young
bands seeking to affect the grotesque man
nerisms of the new style. Remember, with
Beatlemania at its zenith, there were over 200
singing groups in Liverpool alone. New wave, or
Power Pop as the press has chosen to call it, will
he American press had created a continue to mature, yielding its share of
scenario from the events of early 1978
which suggested that the validity of legitimate rock stars like the Cars and Elvis
Costello and eventually become as sterile as the
British new wave should be tested by
boring old farts it seeks to dethrone. The impact
the Sex Pistols' American tour. Some journalists,
of the Sex Pistols on the general public was
reacting to the heavy hype, joyously labeled the
minimal, but their influence on the music world is
group "the future of Rock," and then dismissed
incalcuable. As the industry bustles about, eager
them as shoddy practicioners of their craft, shun
to find methods of marketing the new sound, we
ned for their sloppy technique, garbled vocals and
generally crude production. But hasn't lyrical will soon forget the antics of the group that in
distortion, primal screams and irreverant spired the new anarchists in the recording in
behavior always been the very essence of pure dustry. The epilog is best provided by Pistols'
rock and roll? According to Carl Perkins, "Their guitarist Steve Jones. "We could easily make it,
music was almost like some of the fifties style but it ain t the money that counts, it's what you
stuff, it was so simple . . . They never covered up rea y want to do. I'm not going to continue if I'm
that basic thing, which is the beat that makes not enjoying myself. There's loads of other
Let them take over. We started it. Let
kids tap their feet and get up on the dance floor." groups.
them finish it."
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Approximately 200 members of
the Memphis rock cognoscenti
— musicians, aficionados, and
hangers-on — mill purposefully in a
cramped, ramshackle loft in an old
cotton building on South Front St.
"The Panther Burns Tonight"
promise monochromatic promo
tional posters plastered in the vicini
ty, but apparently the kindling
threshold is high, for whatever is to
take place is running fashionably
behind the advertised 9 p.m. open
ing, while various and sundry musi
cians and organizers scheme and
carouse.
The band: a garrulously grinn
ing, long-haired drummer, a stately,
detached guitarist, a shy, young
Natalie Wood ringer on bass,
another punk-sensible female on
keyboards.
And Captain Memphis.
Captain Memphis appears to be
one of those ubiquitous "mystery
wrestlers" refurbished in rock and
roll drag: black leather from neck to
floor -- jacket, pants, boots -- with
guitar slung over his shoulder and
harp fixed around his neck, right
below the mask.
The mask: a pale, limpid yellow,
with white stars affixed over the
ears and forehead, its facial open
ings giving its wearer an eerie ap
pearance which resembles nothing
so much as A1 Jolson in blackface
singing "Mammy."
Except that Captain Memphis
isn't singing "Mammy," but rather
is belting out raucous, undisciplined
rock-blues, to the assembled throng,
receptive and delighted.
"Captain Memphis" is an alter
ego of one James Luther Dickinson,
who can boast of a long, varied and
successful career as a rock and
roller.
Dickinson's career began as a
member of one of Memphis' earliest
post-Elvis bands, the Escorts, back
in the '50's, extended through the
'60's and into the '70's, when he
gained a measure of fame for playing
piano on the Rolling Stones' "Wild
Horses." Along the way came one
overlooked Lp, Dixie Fried,
numerous session gigs and produc
ing stints, all resulting in a certain,
estimable amount of notoriety
within the music business.
And now, this veteran of the
rock and roll wars is struggling with
broken guitar strings on a Saturday
night before a vocal-but-small crowd
in an inaccessible loft? With a mask
on?
"There used to be an old song,"
Dickinson explains as he prepares to
don his mask for the upcoming set,
"called 'Mr. Crump Don't Like It.'
Well, Mr. Crump still don't like it.
If that sounds bitter, it's
because it is. Dickinson relates a
horror story which would be almost

Mudboy 8c The
Panther's Revenge
Rob Knies
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comical if it wasn't so palpable.
It seems that when Dickinson's
most recent group, Mudboy and the
Neutrons, took the stage at the
Beale Street Blues Festival during
last year's Memphis in May pro
ceedings, a segment of the previous
ly sedate audience took to their feet
and began dancing, the gyrations of
which so unnerved the Festival
sponsors that the power was cut,
leaving Mudboy and comrades in
silence.
"People were going crazy,
relates the pudgy, bespectacled
Dickinson. "We were onstage for
five or six minutes, in silence, and it
was really intense; the audience was
screaming. I raised a black power
fist and people just went crazy. ^
Such antics apparently didn t
sit well with a reporter from the
Press-Scimitar, who condescending
ly referred to Mudboy as a "punkrock" band, arousing Dickinsons
"I'm 37 years old," he confides
squinting through his black hornrims, "and I've played rock and
roll for 23 years, and I don t need
some asshole from the PressScimitar callin' me punk-rock.
"I've made a livin in the
studio," he continues, "but I quit
working, and I'm trying to make a

livin' here, and it's been real hard.
"Memphis is a great place to be
from - you can get work anywhere
--but it's no good to be here. I come
here, and I play in an attic for
nothin'."
Thus, a combination of indig
nant righteousness stemming from
the Festival incident, outrage at
journalistic epithets and sheer pro
fessional frustration results in
Dickinson's "playing for nothin' in
an attic," joining former Neutron
colleagues Lee Baker on guitar, and
Jimmy Crosswaith on drums.
Fleshing out the aggregation are
two members of Chilton's
protegee's, the Klitz, a budding,
4-piece all-girl band.
Phantom of Mudboy, indeed.
The fivesome, all of whom had
never before performed together,
presents a boisterous, unruly noise,
venting frustration and having a
helluva
time
doing
so,
demonstrating the veracity of
Dickinson/Captain Memphis' con
tention minutes earlier:
"Mudboy will rise in Memphis
again."
Revenge.
Alex Chilton doesn't mind a bit
if somebody terms his music "punkrock."
"I dunno," says "Blind Alex"

with a mischievous smile, "I like the
term myself. I don't see it as being
derogatory. It has to do with the
anarchist fringe of music."
Chilton prides himself on being
a part of that "anarchist fringe."
Last May, it was Chilton who, with
only two songs, launched the assault
on the blues festival audience that
resulted in Mudboy's unplugging.
His rollercoaster career, which has
seen him attain top ten strata as a
teenage member of the Box Tops,
cult status as the guiding talent
behind Big Star and punk notoriety
in New York's emerging new wave
scene of a couple years back, now
finds him in his hometown, Mem
phis, working on a new album, and,
in the interim, gigging with Panther
Burn, a band fronted by selfdescribed "anti-musician" Tav
Falco (alias Gus Nelson,) who ap
pears to have devoted more effort
than anybody else to organizing this
night's event.
As Panther Burn takes the
stage, Chilton is bumming a light
from a fan, strapping on his hollowbodied Gibson, his heretofore ten
tative smirk blossoming into a fullfledged leer of amused delight.
The music precipitated by Pan
ther Burn is, as Chilton explained
moments before, "a synthesis of
blues and rockabilly, a wild syn
thesized punk music." The songs,
presumably Falco's, are frenetically
disjointed, carried more by the
sheer, unadulterated frenzy of the
performers than by any devotion to
form, taste or style.
Eric Hill's untamed synthesizer
screeches unnervingly, complemen
ting the tension generated by
Falco's vengeful vocal attack and
Chilton's spiteful riff blitzkrieg.
At one point, Chilton's modified
duck-walk lurch carries him into
Falco's territory in front of the
mike. As dancers writhe a few feet
away, the bent Chilton collides with
the singer, and both descend floorward in a pulsating paroxysm of
rhythmic fury. The music never
stops.
Panther Burn leaves the stage,
having played for well over an hour,
but seconds later, Chilton hops back
up, joined by drummer Ross
Johnson, to jam behind a couple
members of the audience. By now,
the music has been stripped to the
bare essentials, as dancers utilize
the floor, vacated by all but the
most fanatic, as a perverse sort of
showcase for their frenzied
movements.
For Dickinson, activities such
as this nights' Phantom of Mudboy
outing serve a theraputic purpose.
"I do this," he says, "to keep from
goin' completely crazy."
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Records
Tom O'Neil

BOOMTOWN RATS
"A Tonic For The Troops"

JERRY LEE LEWIS
(AND FRIENDS)
"Duets"
Shelby Singleton, owner of the
Nashville based Sun Records has
never been known for his subtle ap
proach. Witness this alleged super
session cut in either the late fifties
or early sixties with, of course, Jerry
Lee, and depending on who you
believe; Elvis, Carl Perkins and
Johnny Cash. According to Cash's
people and the Presley people, it just
ain't so. The tracks are strong, good
Jerry Lee stuff, but the background
vocals, when you can hear them,
could just as easily been erased. By
the way, if you want to hear what
these songs sound like without the
background vocals, check out Sun
107, "Jerry Lee Lewis Rockin'
Rhythm & Blues." Same songs,
released two years ago, with no
backing vocals . . . strange? Not
really.

WEREWOLVES
"Ship of Fools"
I'm always afraid of groups
with names like this. You try to
prepare for the onslaught of six tons
of heavy metal. The only reason I
listened in the first place was to
check out what former glimmer twin
producer Andrew Loog Oldham was
up to. Turns out he has got himself a
cookin little group here sans the
metal. There is not really a standout
in the group save for Joey Stanns'
excellent gap breaks throughout.
The group just rocks right along
building to a fine climax with "No
More Blues" and "Ship of Fools."
The Oldham touch is evident and
the Werewolves should be on the
verge of breaking away from their
cult status. With producer Oldham
in their corner they should have no
trouble.

This Dublin-based sextet
already has garnered a legendary
following throughout Europe not
ching up 5 top ten singles in
England alone. This is their second
Lp (first for Columbia) and the dif
ference is staggering. Gone are the
uncontrolled, directionless power at
tacks of the first Lp. What we have
now is a refined energetic profes
sional band (a la the E Street Band)
who can match the raw power of
Meatloaf with the subtle intensity of
Bruce Springsteen. They are not im
itators however: Bob Geldof, lead
singer, writes the majority of the
group's material, and it is unique.
Check out "Rat Trap" or "Joey on
the Street Again." The group con
fesses primarily to be a live act, but
I find nothing lacking in this fine
studio effort. Geldof states "Our
whole thing is geared toward play
ing rock and roll and making it the
exciting thing it was when I used to
go to dances when I was 13 or 14."
It certainly is, to say the least.

!
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BEE GEES
"Spirits Having Flown"
I would personally inform
Simon, Theodore and Alvin that
they should come out of retirement,
because the Gibb Brothers are steal
ing their schtick. Is Robert
Stigwood today's answer to David
Seville? I mean, honestly, the disco
route was one thing, I could even ac
cept and even like the stuff on Satur
day Night Fever. However, paying
seven bucks for a new chipmunks
album is a bit much. I really used to
like these guys too.

BOB WELCH

A M A Z I N G RHYTHM A C E S

"Three Hearts"
This may very well be Bob
Welch's supreme audition tape. If I
am not mistaken, Bob Welch was
Fleetwood Mac's first non-English
lead guitarist. The first American to
join the state of the art English
blues outfit that played American
music; he didn't cut it.
Maybe it was the mustache.
During his tenure with Fleetwood
Mac, Welch seemed to be more con
cerned with his songwriting talent.
Let's face it, Fleetwood Mac,
especially in its old days, was a
guitar band. At one point, Peter
Green left to give away all his
belongings; Jeremy Spencer left one
afternoon to join the Children of
God, Danny Kiawan was asked to
leave. Bob Welch left Fleetwood
Mac to form his own group with
Soupy Sales kids. Within three
years, Fleetwood Mac disbanded,
divorced, re-formed, and bought
Saudi Arabia . . . nice move, Bob;
who could ever forget Paris. After
many listenings, "Oh Well" (pt. 1)
still ages much better than "Ber
muda Triangle," a Welch composi
tion that F.M. programmers play for
people who still do acid . . .
Enough . . . Three Hearts is
Bob's total vindication. It is
rumored that Stevie Nicks is soon to
leave F.W.M. for a (gasp!) solo
career. Bob Welch would be a
perfect compliment to Lindsay
Buckingham's power chord style of
attack. He's also writing better
songs.
I like most every cut but notable
standouts are the title song,
"China," "Little Star," and "The
Ghost of Flight 401." Fleetwood,
McVie, Buckingham and Nicks all
contribute their talents at one point
or another on the Lp. It seems to me
that Bob Welch is just one step
away from rejoining the super group
he left when they were less than
super.

'Amazing Rhythm Aces"
I had always figured the Aces to
be one of the better luded out coun
try/rock outfits until just the other
day. While absent-mindedly listen
ing to the radio I thought to myself
that I didn't remember those guitar
lines in "Love & Happiness" by A1
Green. I found out that it wasn't A1
at all but the Aces. This is quite a
turn around for them and in my opi
nion a step in the right direction. Its
about time the guys realized that
Memphis is a solid R & B town
regardless of its rockabilly roots.
While they haven't abandoned their
C & W completely, they have paced
the Lp with just the right amount of
soul to make this a totally satisfying
effort.

MISSISSIPPI
M U D D Y WATERS
'Live"

THE FABULOUS POODLES
"Mirror Stars"
The Poodles are somewhat of a
new wave version of the kinks who
wore leather in their early days but
were not rockers, the Poodles could
be considered new wave but definite
ly not Punks. They have updated
the pub-rock sound of a few years
ago and injected some avant-garde
lyrics with just a touch of the

Dizurre. vvnen mey icmiy get
ing their sound is pure Rolling
Stones circa 1966. Therein lies the
problem; too many influences and
not enough originality. The Poodles
show much promise if they can set
tle on one groove. Especially
noteworthy are lead vocalist Tony
de Meur who can pose with the best
of them. The rhythm section is
sparse, but to the point and never
overbearing. Any group that can
write an epic song like "Tit
Photographer's Blues" definitely
gets an honorable mention.

Although approaching three
quarters of a century, Muddy
Waters has survived, chops intact.
Though B. B. King may have a pa
tent on blues guitar style, he
couldn't hold a candle to Muddy's
distinctive from-the-soul Mississip
pi growl. Waters could sing a cappella and still draw an appreciative
crowd. The material on this album is
probably familiar to all of Water's
fans, but every time he does "Man
nish Boy" it's different.
The record was produced by
Johnny Winter, who also assists on
lead guitar. While not one of my
favorites, Winter has done a lot in
keeping Muddy in the public eye for
quite a while, and should be com
mended for his efforts. A very wor
thwhile addition to any record col
lection and a solid achievement for
Waters.

r.
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WayIon & the Crickets
Joe Mulherin

The WayIon Jennings show that
rolled into the Auditorium North
Hall last month presented three
distinct qualities to the attending
herd of urban cowboys: the good, the
bad, and the Star.
The good section of the show
opened, featuring Jennings' back
-up group The Waylors, on their
own. Lead vocal choruses were
rotated between guitarist Gordon
Paine, pianist Barney Robertson
and Carter Robertson, the sole
distaff member introduced as the
person "who keeps us from bein' the
ugliest band in the business." All
three proved to be good singers,
both lead and harmony, in the
course of their 35 minute set. The
highlight was titled, I think, "Good
bye," adding a rhythm and blues in
gredient to their country-rock foun
dation, and featuring excellent sing
ing by Barney and Carter Robert
son. Elton John's "Well-Known
Gun" and the Band's classic "The
Weight" also received persuasively
original treatments. The Waylors
set was well-played and sung, but
lacked fire, and the beautiful steel
guitar of Ralph Mooney was mixed
down to inaudibility.
The Waylors set was a comfor
table warm-up, but unfortunately
The Crickets followed. If the three
players I heard were truly the i
Crickets, it's obvious why Buddy '
Holly sang lead. Their set was mer
cifully short, but did give them ,
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enough time to butcher several Hol
ly classics, including "Oh Boy," and
"You Can't Come In." "That'll Be
The Day" was the only adequate
rendition of their set.
After 20 minutes of Cricket
floundering, Waylon Jennings
sauntered on unannounced. It was
like a lifeguard saving a drowning
man. The crowd immediately woke
up, and the authority of Jennings'
voice and guitar even pulled the
band together. Waylon's Buddy
Holly medley began with a casual
"Well Alright," then got in gear
with a strong "It's So Easy."
"Peggy Sue" should have given the
medley a strong climax, but the
drummer persisted in playing the
wrong rhythm pattern through the
entire tune.
Waylon had drawn every strand
of attention in the hall to him, and so
was able to effectively cover the
Crickets retreat by plunging direct
ly into the intro to "Don't You
Think This Cowboy Bit's Done Got
Out of Hand?" The Waylors crept
back on, and when they cranked up
at the end of the first verse, the
source of their missing fire earlier
was obvious — with Waylon they
were smoking. Drummer Richie
Albright established the powerful
1-2-3-4 pulse that drives Jennings
best rockers, and the three vocalists
joined to form one of the best back
up groups I've heard. None of the
autobiographical points of the lyric |

Off The
Record

were missed by the audience, who
especially roared at every dope
reference.
Ralph Mooney finally came out
from under the audio mix on
"Waymore's Blues" and "A Long
Time Ago," with languid but potent Gordon Alexander
steel guitar solos, and 01' Waymore
contributed one of his patented
JOHN PRINE in at Phillips
chicken pickin' guitar solos
Recording the month of March to
"Blues."
cut a new Lp with Knox Phillips and
Waylon Jennings is a very relax Jerry Phillips producing. J. ALLEN
ed, almost diffident performer to and group in the midst of sessions at
watch. But any impression of dif Phillips and rehearsals for upcoming
fidence was erased by the strength dates. Also booked at Phillips,BILL
and expression of his voice, as he DUNAVENT, with producers Gene
moved persuasively from a beer- Krisman and Stan Kessler.
joint weeper like "Tonight the Bot
RICK DEES with completed
tle Let Me Down," to the tracks at Ardent, now shopping for
philosophic "Baby, That's All" new label. SHIRLEY BROWN Lp,
(with a fine out chorus duet with produced by David Porter and
Carter Robertson,) to the aggressive Lester Shell, with release date midpotency of "This Time." "I've March for Stax/Fantasy. DANNY
Always Been Crazy" stomped along GREEN putting the final toucheson
with such a strong Rockabilly his 2nd album for ABC, out on the
groove that visions of Sun Records shelves sometime in March, Dave
danced in my head.
Rasmussin producing. ROBERT
The biggies were saved for last. JOHNSON touring to support
"Bob Wills Is Still the King" segued "Close Personal Friend" Lp, playing
right into "Good-Hearted Woman," small halls in St. Louis, Dallas, San
and both got the perfuntory treat Francisco, San Diego, Los Angeles,
ment that comes with playing a then on to Germany for 4-5 weeks.
song too many times. But after a Additional dates in France, Holland,
rushed "get on with it" opening Belgium and England.
verse, "Luckenbach, Texas" crank
AL GREEN working on new
ed everthing into high spirits, with a tapes at American Music Recording
much more hard-edged treatment with BILL CANTRELL behind the
than the record.
board. Moving further in the direc
It had been a good show up to tion of the "Truth 'n Time" album
then. "I owe them a good show," with a few "surprise" tunes on the
Waylon has been quoted as stating. Lp. The Reverend Green in Califor
"That's what they came and paid nia, ending tour at the Dorothy
for. And that's all. Anything I go Chandler Pavillion the 5th of March.
past that is on me." The last tune of
JERRY LEE LEWIS readying
the set was on Waylon. "Are You brand new album for release contain
Sure Hank Done It This Way?" is ing more rock and roll than the
Jennings' personal statement of his country-tinged Lp's of recent years.
renegade country stance, and, that Jerry Lee taking a Memphis horn
night, it was a blazing statement of section out with him for a stand at
musical spirit. The straight four the Frontier in Las Vegas.
pulse was relentless, the vocals in
KEITH SYKES touring with
spired, particularly the duets bet JIMMY BUFFETT and the Coral
ween Waylon and Gordon Paine, Reefer Band, with THE AMAZING
who all night showed almost RHYTHM ACES sharing the bill.
telepathic understanding of his ALEX CHILTON with new group,
boss' idiosyncratic phrasing. As the PANTHER BURN, considering of
song vamped out, Jennings finally fer of several dates in England with
stretched out on guitar, picking out imminent release of his new Lp, pro
a series of increasingly hot choruses duced by JIM DICKINSON. GAIL
with a distinct aftertaste of R & B, CLIFTON cutting tracks at B. R.
grinning largely all the while! Toad with the help of TEENIE
Abruptly the solo was over, Waylon HODGES, ROLAND ROBINSON
was leaving, and the band shifted in and BARRY SHANKMAN. Possi
stantaneously to a standard country ble single release of "Ooh Baby" b/w
shuffle that gave the exit the flavor "Auto Erotica." TOMMY HOEHN
of breaktime at a country beer joint. BAND in the studio at Ardent, cut
The high spirits carried into the en ting for new London Lp with two
core, a hard stomping "Honky Tonk tunes by the late CHRIS BELL on
Heroes." By then, Waylon Jennings the agenda.
had abandoned his casual air for
BARRY SHANKMAN produc
celebration.
ing tapes on ROLAND ROBIN
In reflection, the good had been SON, former A1 Green compatriot
real good, the bad forgotten and the TEENIE HODGES and the KLITZ'
Star gave us a little more than we GAIL CLIFTON at B. R. Toad Pro
paid for.
j
ductions.
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Man With
The Unusual T lirst

Appearing as a novel in 1897,
"Dracula" was the creation of Bram
Stoker, who was variously an Irish
civil servant, an unpaid drama critic
and manager for actor Sir Henry Ir
ving. Upon Irving's death in 1905,
Stoker began working for the Lon
don Telegram. Count Dracula made
his first film appearance in
"Nosferatu," a German work
directed by F. W. Murnau. The
unusual name for the film was used
in order to avoid royalty payments.
Dracula was played by Max
Schreck. In 1972, the definitive
Dracula appeared with Bela Lugosi,
a Hungarian, as the world's most
famous vampire. This was in a stage
adaptation by Hamilton Deane and
John L. Balderston, which Lugosi
played in both London and New
York. On September 14, 1927, in
celebration of the play's 250th per
formance at the Prince of Wales
Theatre, London, an edition of 1,000
numbered copies of " Dracula's
Guest" were presented to members
of the audience as souvenirs. When
each person opened his or her
package, as well as the book, there
was a black bat, operated by elastic,
which took flight when the book was
opened. "Dracula's Guest" was a
collection of nine stories by Stoker,
the title piece being a previously un
published episode omitted from
"Dracula."
In 1931, Lugosi played Dracula
for the famous film version, and the
menacing count was also portrayed
in the 1940's by John Carradine;
Christopher Lee took over in the role
in a series that began in 1958.
A couple of seasons ago, New
York became the home of a revival
of the Deane-Balderston version
playing in a Broadway area theatre,
with "The Passion of Dracula," con
verted by Bob Hall and David Rich
mond, at an Off-Broadway house. A
touring company of the latter, with
Jose' Greco, failed to arrive in Mem
phis last year when advance ticket
sales were less than encouraging.
However, it would seem that the
popularity of this story is still a po
tent source of theatrical revenue.
The recent Circuit Playhouse pro
duction was of such interest that the
three-night performance schedule
was changed to four. It had a lot go
ing for it, namely Lester Malizia and
Tom Martin. Malizia was making
his Memphis acting debut after
directing such fine productions of
"Marat/Sade," "Diamond Studs"
and "Much Ado About Nothing" at
Playhouse On The Square. Martin
was doing his first directing work at
the Circuit Playhouse, bringing im
pressive credits with his stagings of

Howell Pearre

"The Blood Knot" at the Workshop
Theatre and "Beyond the Fringe" at
Playhouse.
John Dunavent, a well-known
Memphis actor, was appearing as
Dr. Van Helsing. These people were
considered important enough to be
listed on the front of the program,
an unusual move for community
theatre billing.
Unfortunately, something went
wrong and whatever it was, it
permeated the entire production, so
that none of the elements were ever
pulled into a unity. Perhaps it was
the electronic-sounding music that
preceded some scenes. If a discor
dant note was desired, it should
have come from something less dif
ficult to assimilate. The music simp
ly didn't fit the rather elegant
melodrama of the dialogue. The play
is set in the sanitarium where Dr.
Seward is trying to save his
daughter's life. Dracula is already
on the scene, though we don't see
him for a while. (Incidentally, the
role of Dracula is almost a suppor
ting one. This was a surprise.) The
characters tend to speak in full,
dramatic phrases, with the kind of
excessive explanations of feelings
that were still part of British serious
theatre writing of the 1920's. It
sounds a lot like Somerset
Maugham taken to limits he
wouldn't have considered. Still, the
method works, because we want to
know how things have happened —
why is Lucy so pale and why is Dr.
Steward unable to keep her healthy.
Talking about it at length is pro
bably the best way to deal with the
drama of the situation.
As Dracula, Malizia was quite
relaxed, at times, almost beatific.
He lacked the quick identification of
terror, seeming to be mainly a
nuisance-intruder who also happen
ed to be a very, very old drinker of
blood.
tt , .
Dunavent played Van Helsing
in a clenched-teeth sounding way
that made some of the lines come too
fast and without sufficient volume^
His makeup was good and his hand
gestures were particularly in keep
ing with the eager doctor who wants
to make scientific hay before the sun
shines.
. ,,
Debbie Harrison Wright was ex
cellent in presenting the two faces of
Lucy: the drawn, blood-losing
an£
maiden, terrified of her
the debutante vampire, with black
lipstick and a sensuous air. Her
blood exchange scene with Dracula
was erotic but businesslike, too, asit
the two were swappingcalling cards.
Estimable supporting work was
done by Debbie Howard, Ned

Osterhoff, Dale Daley, Tom Dybek
and David O'Daniel.
The direction by Tom Martin
had about it the kind of leisurely
tension associated with domestic
drama, with Dracula as an interloper
but one who must be treated with
pseudo-courtly manners, until he
can be gotten rid of with a minimum
of bother.
It was a subdued and rather in
teresting "Dracula." The restraint
was consistent. Elizabeth Popiel's
scene design was appropriately
gloomy. There just wasn't any hor
ror, and what is "Dracula" without
that?

What's Going
To Happen To
Baby Dave?
Suzanne Phelps
"Baby Dave" is a new play,
performed only seven times and
already an award winner. After
taking first place hands down in the
state Festival of American Com
munity Theatres in Jackson, Ten
nessee in October, Circuit Playhouse
went on to the regionals where they
recently captured the top prize. That
puts them in the national competi
tion which will be held this summer.
And "Baby Dave" by John
Fergus Ryan isn't even full-grown.
Actually it is the first act of a yet
unfinished three-act play, "Friends
of the Night Sister." Allen Mullikin
approached Ryan and asked him to
write a play for Circuit Playhouse to
enter into the competition in Jackson
which is for the best production of a
play. Certain guidelines were conse
quently imposed, such as a time limit
of less than an hour and a set that
could be assembled in ten minutes.
Therefore, only one act was needed,
and after about two months Ryan
had "Baby Dave" ready for the
stage. Mullikin was chosen for the
title role with Patricia Clark as the
female lead and Gene Crain direc
ting. The set was designed by Greg
Peebles.
The play takes place in the
Recovery Room, a snack bar in the
basement of St. Vincent's Infirmiry.
It is three o'clock in the morning.
Baby Dave is the chief cook and
bottle washer and his customer is
one of the idle rich, a certain Barbara
Glove, visiting an ailing father-inlaw. Driven from the waiting room
by a woman who kept offering her
cornbread, Barbara escapes to the
snack bar to be thrown together with
Dave in one of those odd quirks of
destiny where the twain do meet.
Things happen at three in the
morning which don't ordinarily hap
pen and what ensues is a somewhat

personal conversation. We learn
about their lives, seemingly different
and worlds apart, as the cynical
humor of Barbara contrasts with
Dave's naive confessions, creating
an exchange in which Dave unwit
tingly plays straight man for Bar
bara. She has been through several
husbands, all of them wealthy, and
spends a lot of time in bed with
younger men. She never thinks of
husbands in terms of sex, "it's too
much like sleeping with a relative."
Dave drifts between New York and
California, doing odd jobs for a
livelihood, but dedicated to his
"profession." It seems he has
starred in seven movies, but his
career met up with poor manage
ment and was nipped in the bud at
the tender age of five, and he's been
trying to "hit it big" ever since.
The characters pass images
back and forth like a word associ
ation game, remaining always in
their own individual realities. Bar
bara's second husband once hired
his own sister to do the ironing Dave's mother used to take in
ironing for extra money. Barbara
"forgets there are people without
savings" - Dave knows what price a
pint of blood will bring in every city
from New York to LA. Each tells his
fantasies and fears. And thus, time
passes until Baby Dave has relived
his favorite scene from "Silly Sai
lors," complete with soft shoe and
stuffed animals and Barbara has
offered to give him money to get to
Hollywood. "I guess we're just two
of a kind" she concludes, and
dismayed, Dave answers, "I always
like to feel I'm different." It may be
an old story, but then there's nothing
new under the sun, and this version
is well-told.
The actors, director and set
designer have created a polished
product of the author's work. "Baby
Dave" as a play has weak spots and
from time to time the characters lack
congruity. As a production the
biggest problem seemed to be
somewhat reticent direction. But
"Baby Dave" is very young and to
some extent out of context in its
present form, having been specifi
cally produced for competition. It
remains to be seen what develops
and how Act I is affected when all the
friends of the night sister are
gathered together and can settle into
a more permanent and relaxed
situation. Acts II and HI will deal
with entirely different people, tied
together by their presence at the
hospital and their involvement with
movies. There isn't much chance
that the play will suffer the fate of
Baby Dave himself and reach its
peak in childhood, but with such a
successful beginning it will be
interesting to see just what happens
to Baby Dave.

J
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Days of
Heaven
Suzanne Phelps

Oh beautiful for spacious skies, for
amber waves of grain...America,
America, God shed his grace on
thee.
In the midst of battling galactic
stars and the reincarnation of Jim
my Olson, the movie-goer is blessed
with Days of Heaven, Terrence
Malick's highly acclaimed film
about survival and solitude and the
path of least resistance. If you've
longed forever to see the amber
waves of grain then you've got to
see Days of Heaven which focuses
on America more clearly than any
recent film.
This country in the early twen
tieth century was not fully awake,
yawning maybe, but not altogether
awake. True, the big cities were
beginning to bustle and pollute and
get off on the wrong foot - Chicago,
for instance, with its steel mills,
child labor and bleak poverty. But
alternatives existed for those with
desire and the ability to hop a train.
Fed up with injustices of the .pity,
three orphan kids who have come
together in their own makeshift
family; Bill (Richard Gere,) and Abby (Brooke Adams,) lovers posing as
brother and sister, and Linda (Linda
Manz,) Bill's kid sister of about
twelve, head for the Texas Panhan
dle.
Following the wheat harvest
was not an uncommon practice for
the rootless America of 1916 with
its immigrant society seeking oppor
tunity and the American Dream and
soon work is found on a huge farm
owned by a man (Sam Shepherd)
who is young and alone and thought
to be dying. He notices Abby in the
fields and she soon becomes an
obsession for him, sparking the first
signs of life in his lonely world. Bill,
not overly endowed with scruples,
sees no reason why the Farmer
should not be humored, even to the
point of marriage. Great plan except
that Abby falls in love with the
Farmer. The story is a personal one
revolving around one small group of
people and seen through the child
like eyes of Linda, who narrates the
film. Her harsh, gravelly voice and
her come what may attitude become
the heart of the film.
The physical beauty of Days of
Heaven is unquestionable and
through the photography is com
municated loneliness.There is a huge
Victorian house sitting in the middle

What we also have in Days of
Heaven is a celebration of life and of
survival. The seasons are the
timepiece and the ritualism of work
ing with nature or battlingagainst it
in life and in deathbecomes a theme.
The images of this cyclical existance
are shown to us -- through a child's
eyes whose vision of ordinary things
has none of the dullness familiarity
brings. It is like seeingeverything in
that way that comes to you only in
rare moments of heightened percep
tion. Life for her is an adventure, a
constant searching, and when one
cycle ends, another begins. Life is
simplicity and hardships and sur
vival. The film ends perhaps on a
note of uncertainty. The surrogate
family is broken and destinies are
not defined. Abby is last seen boar
ding a train packed with soldiers.
The rest of the world has finally
entered the picture. Our story-teller
has escaped from a boarding school
where she has been deposited and it
is her uncertainty which is projected
as she saunters down the railroad
track. But then life itself is uncer
tain, particularly to a child who has
spent her time buffeted in the
storms of an adult world. Days of
Heaven leaves you with the feeling
of having taken a deep breath and
held it in.

of absolutely nowhere, there is the
Farmer standing by his windmill,
the scarecrow against the harvest
moon, the single shaft of sprouting
wheat and countless scenes of inredibly quiet solitude. Malick does
not let us know that America is in
the middle of a war because the war
has not reached this isolated Texas
farm.
In the wheat harvest we see the
cross-section of America known as
the "melting pot." These are the
nomads searching always for the op
portunity — the Dream. Bill and Ab
by fall prey to this faith in the
American Dream with their scheme
to "inherit" the wealth of the
farmer. The Farmer is also a victim

Foreign Films
Gregg Williams

with his detached existance — an af
fluent landowner "far from the mad
ding crowds' ignoble strife." The
brief period of time when the riches
of the farmer and the spirit of the
striving trio live in harmony is truly
a time of heaven on earth. But this is
only the stillness which is the calm
before the storm. Malick was raised
in Waco, Texas - in the Bible Belt
-surrounded by hard-shell Baptists,
and thus no good can come from
evil. Hellfire and damnation are in
deed visited upon the sinners for sin
does not go unpunished and money
cannot buy love.
Malick has painted the true
American picture much in the sense
of artist Edward Hopper. Both are

true realists depicting the stubborn
individualism of Americans which
so often leads to isolation. In
Malick's film as in Hopper's pain
tings there is the sense of stillness in
motion and at the same time motion
in stillness, felt immediately in the
black and white photographs which
open the film. These are the tired
and the poor who speak to us
through their circumstance.
It was once said of Hopper's art
that "There is a sense of silence and
detachment as if one were looking at
the scene through plate glass." This
comment could easily have been
made about Days of Heaven. " The
technique is a direct result of the
philosophy of the artist, who also
confronts us with a discordant rela
tionship between cause and effect,
unreal lapses of time and characters
who seem to be relating to one
another through that same plate
glass. All of which blend to create
the atmosphere of the almost
mythological life and time of this
, American past. Sam Shepard best
suits this static quality in the film
and the expressionless voice of Lin
da punctuates the ambiguous per
sonal moralities. Gere as Bill is the
only character who is too contem
porary, too kinetic to work within
the framework.

A little-known concern that
deserves the support of interested
Memphians is the Balmoral Cinema,
6080 Quince at Ridgeway, which of
fers an exclusive schedule of contem
porary European films shown in two
versions, English dialog and subtitl
ed with original dialog.
The film series, which began in
late December, 1978, is presently
composed of recent commercial
films, although the manager, Frank
Warner, says that he plans to spon
sor festivals of a particular
director's work later this year if ar
rangements can be made with the
film distributors. The schedule for
March and April includes four com
edies and five dramas, two of which
have won multiple French Academy
Awards; the countries represented
are France, Portugal, and
Czechoslovakia. Showings are
Thursday through Saturday even
ings only, with a Saturday afternoon
matinee, although Warner says he
eventually hopes to include an extra
two nights a week for showing a dif
ferent film.
At present, this is the only com
mercial cinema in Memphis that
shows a regular run of foreign films.
For further information or to be put
on the cinema's mailing list, call
683-8994.
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MURMURS
Of EARTH

The Voyager's Cargo
Gregg Williams
Murmurs of Earth: The Voyager In
terstellar Record. By Carl Sagan, F.
D. Drake, Ann Druyan, Timothy
Ferris, Jon Lomberg, Linda Salzman
Sagan. 273 pages. Random House.
$15.00

Consider a bottled
thrown into the sea. Its chances of
being rescued from oblivion are
small. Its chances of being read by
an appropriate recipient are smaller
still. So isn't the message really just
a gesture — a grand, romantic
gesture that speaks not only of the
message itself, (whatever it may be)
but also of the person who was
driven to write it, even against such
overwhelming odds. Literature and
drama are full of such hopeless,
sublime gestures, and we have come
to see them as a reflection of the
very essence of what makes us
human.
Seen in this light, a number of
scientists and their associates have
carried out what can only be describ
ed as a gloriousgesture. Not content
to risk an hour's penmanship into an
ocean of water, they have penned a
message that is the equivalent of
several years' work and havelaunch
ed it into a far vaster sea — a sea of
space. Murmurs of Earth is a
fascinating book about a snapshot
of the planet Earth which was sent
into space as part of the Voyager I
and II spacecrafts, as well as a story
about the people who worked on it
and that tradition of messagesending of which this is only the
most recent attempt.
The Voyager I and II
spacecraft, launched on September 5
and August 20, 1977, are spacecraft
in the truest sense of the word. They
are following a trajectory which will
take them out of our solar system in
to the rest of the galaxy. Their
primary function is to provide close
range exploration of our solar
system's outer planets, particularly
Jupiter and Saturn, but in leaving
our solar system (where the probes
will probably drift for eternity
without encountering anything,) the
Voyager spacecraft will become ex
cellent vehicles by which physical

momentos of earth can hitchhike,
perhaps, into the the reach of an ex
traterrestrial civilization.
Our messages to other civiliza
tions have been, until the Voyager
launches, in the form of plaques at
tached to space-faring vessels. (The
most memorable of these are the
aluminum plaques attached to
Pioneer 10 and 11, infamous for two
reasons - One: The scientists of
Earth could not themselves decode
the abstract information they con
tained; and two: many people were
offended by the drawing of the nude
male and female on the plaque.) But
in this case it was proposed that a
metal phonographic record be used.
A metal record could survive for
millions of years and photographs
and line drawings could be encoded
into it (to be decoded, it is hoped, by
any civilization that could retrieve
the Voyager intact.) Most important
of all, the record could contain
something that has been impossible
to include in the past — music.
The record was compiled and
edited in eight months and reflects
the opinion of many people promi
nent in both the arts and sciences.
Although the project was slowed
down (and sometimes blocked) by
legal and bureaucratic obstacles, the
final content of the record is im
pressive: 118 photographs and
charts; (eighteen in color) approx
imately ninety minutes of the
world's music; a sound essay on
"The Sounds of Earth," and spoken
greetings in more than fifty
languages.
Murmurs of Earth is divided in
to seven chapters, each of which
brings a new realization about the
tremendous amount of thought,
aesthetic judgement, and work
which went into the production of
this record.
The first chapter is Carl
Sagan's, "For Future Times and Be
ings," in which he narrates the ac
count of the hectic eight months
leading to the production of the
record. Sagan has a remarkable
prose style that illuminates and
entertains. His practice of including
his account the personalities and

conflicts involved, (the funniest of
these being his inability to get
members of the United Nations to
"commit themselves" to saying
hello in their native languages) helps
to bring life to a set of events that,
told by a less talented author, might
actually seem dull.
The second chapter, "The Foun
dations of the Voyager Record," by
F. D. Drake, is a history of scien
tists' thoughts about the matter of
attempting comunication with ex
traterrestrial civilizations, including
the initial design of the Voyager
record. In particular, it offers some
interesting insights into the pro
blem of communication with a form
of life of which we know nothing.
The essay by Jon Lomberg at
the beginning of "Pictures of
Earth" is followed by perhaps the
most interesting section in the en

tire book — a catalog of the pictures
which are included in the record,
each with a paragraph or explana
tion. This section, too, is alive with
anecdotes. For example, NASA
again vetoed an anatomical
photograph of male and female
nudes (even though this "picture"
would exist only as a coded string of
sounds.) The nude drawing by Linda
Sagan which was used on the
Pioneer plaques is reproduced for
the Voyager record but this time
with the female also holding her
hand up in greeting, to counter the
previous objection that the original
Pioneer plaque showed the woman
in a subservient position. The pic
tures include color overlays of the
human anatomy; (taken from, of all
places, the World Book en
cyclopedia,) pictures of people from
Bali, Turkey, and Guatemala; a traf
fic jam in India; and a beautiful col
or photograph of a sunset.
Linda Salzman Sagan's section,
A Voyager's Greeting," is a per
sonal essay followed by a list of the
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fifty-three greetings in different
languages.
The
greetings
themselves tell us, (if not the
hypothetical alien recipient,) a lot
about what it is to be human. In
Russian, "Be well — I greet you." In
Turkish, "Dear Turkish-speaking
friends, may the honors of the morn
ing be on your heads." In Amoy (a
language of eastern China,)
"Friends of space, how are you all?"
Have you eaten yet? Come visit us if
you have time."
"The Sounds of Earth," by Ann
Druyan, includes a description of
the sound essay sent on the Voyager
record. The sequence of sounds is
designed to symbolize the evolution
of the planet Earth as well as that of
man. It progresses from geological
noises to animal noises, human
sounds, sounds of industrial tools,
Morse code and the sounds of a
mother and infant. The final two
sounds invoke a symbolism which
implies our link to the universe —
the vital signs of a living person; (an
EEG recording,) followed by the
somewhat similar sounds of a pulsar
star.
Perhaps the most important
achievement of the people who com
piled the Voyager message is their
success at making the record more
than a reflection only of the country
that produced it. Nowhere is this
more apparent than in the music
selected which is described in
Timothy
Ferris'
chapter,
"Voyager's Music." Much arduous
work was involved in selecting cer
tain "non-Western" recordings, but
the results are well worth it. The
selections include Johann Sebastian
Bach; (a biologist, asked his opinion,
said, "I would send the complete
works of Bach — but that would be
boasting.") a pygmy girls' initiation
song; a Javanese gamelan piece;
selections by Chuck Berry, Louis
Armstrong, and Blind Willie
McTell; bagpipe music from
Bulgaria and Russia, and a segment
from Stravinsky's Rites of Spring.
The final two sections are by
Carl Sagan. "The Voyager Mission
to the Outer Solar System"
describes the two Voyagers' flight
paths, (Voyager I arrives at Jupiter
on March 3, 1979,) and tells what we
expect to learn from the flight.
"Epilogue" is an essay about the
possible fate of the Voyager
spacecraft. It is only when the
reader realizes that the probe will
take twenty years to pass Pluto, and
perhaps 60,000 years (if ever) to
enter into another planetary system
that the reader realizes what a
gesture this space probe really is.
The chances are infinitely small that
this record will ever be played, and
they are zero that any of us will ever
benefit from meeting the aliens who
eventually find the record.
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MemphisThisMonth
COOPERTOWN
presents

SING-A-GRAM
SINGING MESSENGERS
FOR THE PRICE OF A SONG

323-9495

Bruce Printing Company
357 N. Main
Phone 526-1506
•Quality offset, printing
•Complete letterpress
department

•Complete bindery
facilities

Call Us or Come By!
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East Memphis Multipurpose Senior Center
Open 8:30a.m. -4p.m.,Mon.- Fri. Classes,
a Iibrary resource centerand game room are
available in East High School, 3206 Poplar
Ave. Lunch is served by Project MEET at
noon daily. Lunch and transportation
reservations should bephoned in by noon of
the preceding day, call 324-9269 for further
information

Gay Switchboard -726-GAYY. Mon.- Sun.,
7 p.m. - 1 a.m. A community information,
referral and crisis line where volunteers
offer their time, energy and knowledge to
all callers. Supported soley by contribu
tions, the Switchboard is an open forum for
the discussion of problems encountered by
gay men and women, their families and
friends, as well as for listings of helpful
resources and listings in the city. Donations
can be sent to P.O. Box 3163, Mphs, TN,
38103.
Hearing Impaired Persons can now recieve
information and referral services by tele
phone. The library has an MCM unit which
can communicate With TTY's and other
MCM's. Call 528-2999, Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

TO

subnsuds

Big Brothers and Big Sisters - 2600
Poplar, Suite 422: provides youths with
adult friends and role models. They meet
on a weekly basis for at least one year and
participate in mutually selected activities:
for boys and girls ages 7-15 who live in a
single parent home.

Gay Community Church - The Metropolitan
Community Church at 2035 Union is an
inter-denominational ChristianChurch with
primary outreach to the gay community.
Regular worship services every Sun. at 6:45
p.m. A Christian growth and prayer group
meets Wed. at various member homes:
Limited emergency relief funds for those
who are destitute. Call Rev. Taylor at
725-4673 or write: MCC, P.O. Box 4943,
Mphs. 38104.

•Free pick-up and
delivery

2015 Madison
725-1127
Buy one, get one FREE pizza
of equal value thru March 31
with this coupon

ACORN- 2649 Yale, 452-8223. A group of
low and moderate income people who
believe that organizing is the only way our
voice will be heard. We've been active on
issues from MLGW, Loan Redlining, and
Community Development on getting street
and traffic lights, vacant lots cut and park
improvements.

Folk Dancing - The Loosahatchie Interna
tional Folk Dancers welcome new members
who would like to learn folk dances from
many nations, everyone of any age is
invited. MeetingsareThurs. at 7:30p.m. at
3625 Mynders, across from the M.S.U.
English building. Admission is 25 cents,
free the first night. Call G. Williams,
278-3568, M. Doerflein, 683-3860 or J.
Vergos and P. Montgomery, 458-5587.

•Complete typesetting,
layout, and design

OVERTON

RESOURCES

Matchbooks, Pens
Pencils, Litter Bags
Advertising Specialists
Introductory Offer
Chart plus 1 hr. of interpretation
and projections for $10

Specialties
743-7306

Call or come by:
3373 Poplar, Suite 213 - 794-5070

Line can help you with problems and
questions, be they funny or serious. When
you need information but don't know who
to call - call LINC at 528-2999, a free
service of the Memphis/Shelby County
Public Library and Information Center.
Memphis Humane Society - 710 Philadel
phia, 272-1753. Dedicated to animal protec
tion, the Humane Society offers emergency
treatment to injured, stray animals, assis
ting owners in finding their lost pets and
finding homes for orphaned animals.
Metro Senior Services - A center for senior
citizens open 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri. Located downtown at Second and
Poplar, they offer arts and crafts, exercises
classes, sing alongsand field tripsas well as
a pleasant atmosphere to relax and enjoy
the company of others, open to those 55
years and older. For information call
526-0253.
National Federation of Community Broad
casters, Program Service - Through a grant
from the National Endowment for the Arts,
this non-profit corporation of community
radio stations offers support for indepen
dent production and distribution of radio
shows including music, drama and poetry.
Contact Bill Thomas, NFCB, 1317 West
Church, Champaign, III. 61820, (217)
359-9535.
Parents Without Partners - 363-3898, 854
Goodman St., 8 p.m. Tues., monthly
programs with speakers and panalists
adressing a variety of topics, (eg. adjust
ment in a one-parent home, homosex
uality, child rearing, sex education, etc.)
discussion groups where members share
experiences: fees vary, recreational and
social activities for adults and children dances, pot-luck dinners, arts &. crafts, etc.
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church - (Myn
ders at Patterson) holds a weekly alterna
tive to traditional services with its Sunday
Seminar, from 9:30-10:45. The group
begins in Jan. with a discussion of the
book, Love and Addiction by Stanto Peele;
call Gregg Williams, 276-3568 for more
information.
Reading Skills - Shelby State Community
College offers free adult reading lab, Tues.
and Thurs., 1-4 p.m., at the mid-town
campus, 737 Union. Personnel there can
also help in preparing for the General
Educational Development Test (G.E.D.),
call 528-6855 or 526-6775.
Recovery, Inc.- a non-profit, non-sectarian
association of nervous and former mental
patients; a systematic method of self-help
aftercare, Not advice,counseling, diagnosis
or treatment for mental or nervous
problems; St Mary's Episcopal Church, 700
Poplar Ave., Sat. at 1:00 p.m. Call
278-0912.
Wife Abuse Crisis Service - 458-1661, Mon.
-Thurs. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m., 24 hours a day on
weekends. Prescott Mem. Baptist Church,
c/o Women's Resource Ctr., 3rd floor, 499
S. Patterson at Mynders. Sharing and
support groups for women, Wed. 1:30 p.m.
and 7 p.m. Child care available. Support
groups for women who live with the fear of
being beaten offered at the Northeast
Comm. Mental Health Ctr., 3628 Summer,
Thurs. at 12 noon. Volunteers needed.
Women's Resource Center - 499 S.
Patterson, 458-1407. A tax-exempt service
organization for women, coordinating and
providing information on community ser
vices, activities, events and legislation
concerning women. Officehours are9a.m. 9 p.m., Mon.- Fri. WRC maintains a talent
bank, job bank, newsletter, speakers
bureau, library and referral files.
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Dear Dixie,
Dear Dixie correspondence is subject
to editing for clarity and length.

I was much impressed with your
Jan. issue. Please tell Gordon that I
really loved the Alex Chilton piece,
even if I did read it from the end
back to the beginning. (In fact, I
read the whole issue that way, but
that's okay for me.) And please pass
on this two-word comment re: Tom
O'Neil's review of the Elvis Costello
Lp: "Virginal ears?"
Maggie McKinnie
"Rockin' On," The Helmsman
P.S. Ya'll can print that last >
paragraph and my name (if you spell
it right,) but for Chrissakes leave my
phone number off!

Your recent issue of Dec., 1978 had
an article entitled The Plight of the
Baby Doll Bride. It was interesting
and made some very cogent points.
However, one word buried deep in it
made a significant contribution
toward the overall tone of it and I
was not so impressed with that. You
referred to living on welfare as an
"easy" alternative. I hardly think
an income of less than $100 a month
for a mother and child isan easy life.
Had you used the word "only" in
stead of easy you would have come
much closer to the truth. As it is you
tend, by that unfortunate choice of
wording, to perpetuate a very
destructive and racist myth regar
ding those people condemmed to a
poverty level existance. No one in
their right mind would deliberately
choose a life of ^grinding poverty if
there were any alternative. Jesus of
Nazareth or Mahatma Ghandhi not
withstanding.
There is a trend among conser
vatives and members of the
wealthier strata of our society to
place the blame of poverty and all its
attendant miseries (including high
infant mortality and high teenage
pregnancy rates) on the victims of
poverty. In a society that has for
centuries practiced a systemic
racism so deeply ingrained that a
lower standard of living is the com
mon fate of at least 15% of the
population — and all to the benefit
of those at the upper end and
ultimately destructive for all the
rest of us. It becomes clear that
simplistic notions of poverty not on
ly protect the privileged few (and
getting fewer all the time) but ex
pansion and emmiseration of larger
and larger numbers of people.

Answers that cut to the source of
the problem — the total lack of
economic justice under a capitalist
economy — would bring the
privileged few down while raising
the rest of up up — and that will
never do!
High military budgets in an era
of slow economic growth coupled
with inflationary pressures due to
the monopolistic control of prices by
ever larger multi-nationals have con
tributed to a decline in our general
standard of living. This has weighed
particularily heavy upon the poor.
The decline of public education in
the face of record profits by those
same multi-nationals brings up
some critical contradictions in our
society. Suffice to say that the pro
blem of teenage pregnancy, while
tragic in its personal implications, is
but one more symptom of a nation
suffering from a disease known a
capitalism. Any system rooted in
the principal that one may indefinately get more out of
something than one puts in — is
destined to failure because eventual
ly someone comes up on the short
end and that means us. The next
time you investigate a social
phenomenen, regardless of its
nature, be sure and have an eye out
for the overall picture; it's larger
than you think but easily
understood in the light of truth and
justice.
Yours in struggle,
John Russell

This is in response to RayColeman's
Gimmie Memphis, TN.
Get serious, Ray. You wouldn't
know where to look for Memphis if
you did come back. Graceland! You
got to be kidding. The T-bird is gone
and the kind of Memphis you want
can be found on micro-film at the
library. Save your money and go to
Opryland.
Perry Hall
P.S. I truly believe that the Dixie
Flyer provides Memphis with the
first viable alternative to slick jour
nalism.

I loved your piece on the FrenchEnglish phrase book . . . Oh, and by
the way, Mr. Answer Man, "Does
Phyllis Tickle?"
Garic K. Barranger
Covington, La.
Received in response to John Fergus
Ryan's Jan. article, "Can You Direct
Me, Monsieur, To A House of Call?
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I JEFFERSON SQUARE |
Creole
Delights
from the
Kitchen

The Bestof
Acoustic
Memphis
Music

cfllando's
PIZZA
8 GREAT LOCATIONS
IN MEMPHIS & MILLINGTON

TRADER DICK
LOVES
Mixed Drinks 2 For 1
Monday Thru Friday
4-7 p.m.

Ladies only
Mixed drinks 50?
4-7 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
Free Hors d'oeuvres

LIVE MUSIC EVERY
NIGHT
SUNDAY 4:00 p.m.
Tom White Quartet
The Settlers 8:00 p.m.
FOR MARCH:
Rebel Yell, Uncle Tom's
Jam Band, Jericho,
Keith Sykes, Edwin Hub
bard, Larry Raspberry &
the Highsteppers, Tony
Joe White, Kicks, the
Settlers, Tom White
Quartet

TRADER DICKS 2012 MADISON AVENUE MEMPHIS
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